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“Since the opening of the Palais Hansen Kempinski, Vienna, in 
March 2013, we have pursued new and innovative ideas. Therefore, 
the hotel focused on the usage of in-room tablets from the 
beginning to meet the high standards of our exclusive clientele, 
in terms of digital communication. After five years, we searched 
the market again for in-room tablets and decided to work with 
SuitePad.”

Carmen Mauthner, Hotel Manager
Palais Hansen Kempinski, Vienna

WHO

The Palais Hansen Kempinski, Vienna is a five-star superior hotel comprising 
152 rooms and suites. The Palais welcomes both conference and business 
guests as well as leisure guests; therefore the hotel has a high occupancy 
rate throughout the year and a successful business mix. This Viennese luxury 
hotel is considered to be the ‘innovation pioneer’ within the Kempinski group 
and has been working with SuitePad since September 2018.
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THE PROBLEM

Since the opening, the Palais Hansen Kempinski has become a technical pio-
neer within the Kempinski hotel chain. New ideas are often tested here first 
before they are rolled-out to other Kempinski hotels. The previous iOS-based 
solution didn’t fulfil the requirements of the hotel because the hardware was 
not specifically developed for the hotel industry and was not up-to-date. 

Additionally, the maintenance of the content was not user-friendly as it was 
difficult to replace or update information. This had a negative impact on the 
offers and therefore on the revenue of the respective departments. Never-
theless, it was clear that returning back to print media in the 21st century was 
not an option for the hotel as the ‘innovation pioneer’.

There were four aspects that were of importance while choosing a new part-
ner for the Palais Hansen Kempinski, Vienna:

• The new solution had to transition quickly and smoothly so that the guest 
experience would not be affected by the switch to the new solution.

• There should be an increase in revenue in all areas by providing an intui-
tive interface as well as providing more opportunities for interaction.

• The design should be attractive and easy to use to encourage the guests 
to use the tablet more often.

• The technical implementation should be well-structured and should not 
result in additional time requirements for the hotel staff. Additionally, fast 
and easy content maintenance is an important requirement
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THE SOLUTION

The management of Palais Hansen Kempinski considered several alternatives 
while looking for new solutions. In the end, it was SuitePad that convinced 
them with their tablet’s intuitive and attractive design, as well as the easy-to-
use interface — this is one of the many reasons why the hotel decided to start 
a collaboration with SuitePad.

So, from September 2018 SuitePad tablets were installed in all rooms and 
suites.

The on-site installation was conducted in person by SuitePad employees. Ad-
ditionally, the Kempinski employees from all departments were comprehen-
sively educated in terms of the maintenance of content, order-handling and 
the sending of push-notifications.

The tablets were ready for use and the first orders were made on the same 
day as installation. This is because the SuitePad administration system is sim-
ple to implement and all the devices were preconfigured (hotel content and 
WLAN already installed) for a smooth and quick installation.

The benefits of the solution were already apparent to the Palais in the first 
month. Instead of the hotel receiving guest complaints about devices that 
didn’t work, the hotel received about 270 requests across the different areas 
of the hotel (including room service, spa and other extra services).

The Kempinski installation homescreen on a SuitePad tablet.
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THE RESULTS

• Guest experience has been enhanced because of the comprehensive and 
intuitive playback of the services and offers. Currently more than 90 per-
cent of all the guests at the Palais Hansen Kempinski are using the Suite-
Pads on a daily basis — with most guests visiting the hotel’s own content 
where orders can be made.

• The number of orders has increased because of the intuitive usage of the 
shop and booking function. In the room service section alone roughly 
200 bookings are made via the tablets per month. What used to be the 
main source of revenue created from the tablets in the past is now only 
one part of an increased total booking volume, as other services from 
other areas of the hotel can now also be booked via the tablets. 

• The hotel management’s feedback, as well as the employees’ response to 
the installation process and the performance of SuitePad, has been very 
good. The hotel and SuitePad’s dedicated Account Management team 
are always in regular contact ready to implement and exchange new and 
promising ideas for the installation.
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Interested in learning what SuitePad can do for your hotel?

Get in contact for more information and a free consultation.

info@suitepad.de   ·   +49 (0)30 319 850 000   ·   www.suitepad.de

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The reliability of the solution was one of the major concerns for the Palais 
Hansen. In the past, the previous iOS-based solution failed in these areas 
and had some issues that needed to be addressed. A reliable solution was 
needed to increase the frequency of use, the amount of orders and the guest 
experience. Since the switch to SuitePad, the hotel has achieved all of these 
targets with a utilization rate of over 90 percent, over 200 orders a month, 
and thanks to better functionality of the devices, significantly more positive 
feedback from their guests. 


